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ABSTRACT
Forecasting weather is one of the greatest challenges in meteorological department.
Weather prediction is necessary so as to inform people and prepare them in advance
about the current and upcoming weather condition. This helps in reduction in loss of
human life and loss of resources and minimizing the justification steps that are
expected to be taken after a natural disaster occurs. So we want to develop a system
which can predict the weather condition including temperature, humidity and wind
speed. We study various techniques and algorithms that are likely to be chosen for
weather prediction and highlight the performance analysis of those algorithms like as
ANN, Linear Regression, Decision tree, Time series analysis. From those algorithms
we selected Linear Regression as the outcome is very efficient close to real time data.
These techniques are discussed that are used to boost the performance of the
application. After a comparison between the data mining algorithms and
corresponding collective technique used this algorithm to boost the performance, a
classifier (Decision tree) is obtained that will be further used to predict weather
outcome. Applications used to Predict and forecast the weather condition of specific
region based on the available pre historical data which helps to save resources and
prepare for the changes forth coming. And finally we develop a web based system
using these algorithms to visualize and so that people can use it as a predictive
system. Our system has some limitation too such as real time data set in weather for
Bangladesh is not available everywhere. Therefore, we think this system will help
efficiently in the era of weather prediction.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Weather prediction is a challenging problem in meteorological department since years.
Even after the technological and scientific improvement, the accuracy in prediction of
weather never enough. In current date this field remains as a research topic in which
scientists and mathematics are working to make a model or an algorithm. which will
exactly predict weather. There need huge improvements in the sensors and that
dependable for recording the data from the environment and cancel the noise present in
them. We make

new models have been planned with different attributes related to

weather to compose accurate prediction. Now one of the most commonly used data
mining techniques for weather prediction. Data mining gives a way of analyze data
statistically and extract. it derives many rules that can be used for predictions. Now it
is used in many fields. There is stock market, sports, banking section and many other
sectors. Scientists have present realized that data mining can be used in the field of
weather prediction as well. The basic thing of data mining is data itself. It is defined as
raw set of information which can be used as Keywords: Data Mining, Decision Tree,
Ensemble Technique, Pre-Processing, Weather Prediction to extract meaningful
information depending upon the requirements of the application. Data can be stored in
an organized manner which is known as database. The word data mining refers to the
methods that are used to extract the required material from the given set of data that
might be useful for statistical purpose or making predictions by learning patterns in data
and correlation between different parameters. Data mining has now been assumed by
many domains such as sports, banking, meteorological department, etc., and because of
this, scientists, mathematicians and researchers have come up with a wide range of
algorithms for finding solution.
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1.2 Motivation
Our real time motivation when I see my mobile weather application then we see that a
list of one weak weather Prediction are there. I was so more curious about it. And we
want to know how it is work, how we can make a better on of the application. Sowed
work with the data mining technique using Weka.

In our future life we want to work with big data analysis. So, we want to make
something that help to success in life.

Data mining is the field where huge amount of data is collected and being processed to
extract some useful data i.e. information. Everyone wants the concise and precise
information which is possible through it, as it is not an easy task but it becomes possible
through series of process and science.
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1.3 Rationale of the Study
The aim of data mining is for finding structure through unstructured data. Data mining
pull out meaning from noisy data and it’s found out patterns in apparently with random
data. It also uses all in order to better understand trends, patterns, correlations, and at
last predict the customer behavior and market and competition trends, so there for we
get better capable algorithm to make the better prediction of weather.
In the history of weather prediction, attempts have often been made to devise numerical
and objective methods for producing the forecast. The understandable ultimate goal of
forecasting weather is to enable the forecaster to increase the accuracy of forecasts
made routinely. We analysis data using mining tools and algorithm to find the better
outcome. The results of the mining are very useful and accurate which gives the way to
appliance that information in many areas and contributes in development.
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1.4 Research Questions
We study with the weather prediction that’s why we study a lot of prediction algorithm.
For a batter prediction result we need to find collect a huge amount of data. Data
collection is challenge but we collect it properly. The more we collect data the more
we gets better prediction. We are wanting to predict the weather temperature, humidity,
wind speed and the outlook of next day.

The questions we have faced:
1. Collection of raw data.
2. Validity of data.
3. Select the algorithm for prediction.
4. Get the expected output.
5. Errors of the algorithms.
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1.5 Expected Output
•

Weather forecasting entails predicting how the present state of the atmosphere
will change.

•

Temperature, humidity, wind speed of the next day will predict.

•

We can easily find out Weather condition by using this system.

•

It provides the business with valuable information that in business, that helps
to make decisions about the future production of the organization.

•

This method can be used in Air Traffic, Marine, Agriculture, Forestry,
Military, and Navy etc.
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1.6 Report Layout
Chapter 1: Is all about Introduction of our research.
In this chapter Introduction, Motivation, Rationale of the Study, Research Questions,
Expected Output, Report Layout are described.
Chapter 2: Is all about Background of the research. In this chapter Related Works,
Research Summary, Scope of the Problem and Challenges are described.
Chapter 3: Is all about Research Methodology of the research.
In the chapter Research Subject and Instrumentation, Data Collection Procedure,
Statistical Analysis, Implementation Requirements are described.
Chapter 4: Is all about Experimental Results and Discussion of the research.
In the chapter Experimental Results, Descriptive Analysis and Summary are described.
Chapter 5: In this chapter Summary, Conclusion, Recommendation and Implication
for Future Study are described.
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CHAPTER 2
Background

2.1 Introduction
Before starting this choice, we study a lot about weather forecasting that needs
predicting weather of our country, its necessity, existing systems and a lot of marketing
analysis as well as the challenges of the thesis. As we think, Weather forecasting system
is needed for convenience and safety. This system is invented to keep safe our life and
goods. So we have to prepare our self-first for this and that's why we need background
studies for successfully complete our recourse.

2.1.1 Ancient forecasting method:
The time of 650 BC in Babylon they are predict weather by cloud prototypes. Then
the time of 350 BC the Aristotle selected or weather prediction with the patterns
Meteorologica[1]

2.1.2Modern methods:
The now days the weather prediction started in 1835. Before that days the isolated
weather information’s travel with approximately 100 miles in a day (160 km/d), but
was more naturally 40–75 miles in a day (60–120 km/day).
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2.2 Related Works
In scope of climate expectation framework there are numerous analysts have attempted
by utilizing a few data mining strategies. There is good amount of literature is check
which basing on Neural Networks approach [2]. These are failed to find out the irregular
patterns of the weather. Those models are based on the Support Vector Machine and
the stochastic methods come close to also shown in writing [3], The algorithm of
Genetic which based on the advanced with Neural Networks are also projected with it.
[4]. With the models recommended for the researchers, [5]. The successful prediction
study could not accomplish for the difficult data systems of the weather unqualified and
constant model of the weather. It depends on raucous data and high dimensionality of
data for prediction. for that reason, successful model for forecasting the weather are
examining. Now with the help of powerful super computer, scientists are running vast
amount global weather simulation. For the reason scientists ran 10,240 simulations
through the model and the global environment divided with 112-km divisions. Then
they used data adjustment and numerical methods for come up with a model that closely
apt the real data for historical time era. The time of 1 November to between 8
November, 2011. [6]. Many international organizations lead by Takamasa Miyoshi of
RIKEN Advanced Center for Computational Science (AICS) they used the great super
computer and highly developed radar surveillance data to correctly predict the
happening of driving rains of the localized areas. [7]
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2.3 Research Summary
We study many research papers, in those we get many information about the weather
prediction system of modern world. In Bangladesh this type of research work is very
rear. So, we choose the topic. In much research paper we have seen that they work
Neural Networks approach for weather prediction. The of use prediction analysis con
not done for the complex data systems of the weather that definite and constant model
of the weather. The raucous data and high length of data. So, we divided dataset in four
sub datasets according to season. We study various algorithms, and select the best of
them for Bangladesh historical dataset.
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2.4 Scope of the Problem
Here we in this paper a weather prediction model is assemble for predicting the weather
successful. Our model the weather data with the form of time series is careful and those
data are transformed with information where useful information’s are derivative with
the help the concepts of data mining techniques. The data mining system are used for
discover the hidden patterns and connect a linkage with the different attributes which
associated with the weather conditions. Now, the data exhibits a series over a period of
time and weather prediction can be well consider by using time series mining. Some
automated prediction systems in the market are run away for giving false system to
customer. There are many prediction systems in the market which don't have a features
and suitable interface designs. So, people think every prediction system are same. In
order to remove this thinks our system will provide appropriate levels of prediction
while occupants are away from their residence. This system will particularly helpful for
those who put in irregular hours at their place of employment those who vacation on a
regular basis.

Finally, bad prediction system is harmful for the people asset; it's become a drama with
people trust. So, we take it as a scope for working on this platform.
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2.5 Challenges
While working on this we face many challenges which is too tough to solve but we
solve those challenges. Because without solve those challenges we can't reach to our
goal. We took those challenges very seriously and solve those challenges.
There are some major challenges:
1. Making the whole system user friendly.
2. Huge collection of data.
3. Different kinds of algorithm analysis.
4. Weka loading problem.
5. Taking data perfectly.
6. Select the better algorithm on from all those algorithms.
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CHAPTER 3
Research Methodology
3.1Introduction
The first work in predicting the weather is to collect data. We must to know the history
of weather in the area because one of the key values of weather forecasting is that past
patterns can indicate future events. Conflict of meteorological aspects, mainly those
weather parameters which are responsible for Local monsoonal precipitation forces us
to develop an approach which can recognize such an inconsistent pattern and use it for
future prediction of weather which will be very much realistic.

The easy policy for determining the climate, ingenuity, works with the present
conditions to figure the situation the next day. This can be a substantial method to be
hopeful of the environment when it is in a long-term state, such as, amid the year season
divided in four seasons in the tropics. This strategy for gauging firmly relies on the
nearness of a sleeping type of weather design. Along these lines, when in a fluctuating
climate design, this strategy for estimating ends up erroneous. It very well may be
helpful in both short-range conjectures and long-range gauges. The primary Problem of
this vital work is to test the capacity of the Model to look forward to typical weather
marvels for lesser blunder for the long-term evaluation.
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3.2 Research Subject and Instrumentation:
We are working with weather forecasting analysis using data mining technique.
We worked with Weka as data mining tools. We use linear regression and decision tree
algorithms in it. In weka we add forecast from weka tools. Then we apply there linear
regression algorithm. then we get the prediction. Then we classify the dataset in weka
classification with decision tree algorithm. Which, give the output of the tree that
happened past. Depends on the tree we give the outlook result.

With Microsoft excel we implement our data for the prediction. Then by weka we get
the outlook from decision tree and temperature, humidity, wind speed from linear
regression analysis.
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3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Linear regression:
Regression is a system of modeling and that target value based on autonomous variable.
This technique is mostly used for prediction and finding output. Its gives real
connection between two factors. Relapse process dependent on the quantity of
autonomous factors [8]
Regression tries to find out the strength of the relationship between one dependent
variable usually signify by Y and a series of other changing variables known as
independent variables. Here regression there are only two variables where one is the
dependent variable and other is the independent variable. the relation among them is of
kind as below.
This is known as the deterministic model -

Here
Y= Dependent variable for regression.
X= independent variable for regression.

α, β = Regression parameters for regression.
E = Error in regression
E is distributed normally zero.

In Multiple regressions there are more than two independent variable and one
dependent variable and the equation look like this:

Where:
β =Model coefficients.
β0 = Intercept
β1 = Coefficient for X1 (the first feature)
βn = Coefficient for Xn (the nth feature)
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Here coefficient of determination is r2,

A r2 = high value, it shows that there exists a linear relationship between the two
variables. If r2=1, that indicate that the linear regression is perfect relationship.

3.3.2 Decision tree:
Decision tree is the tool that makes graph which like a tree. That’s make a classic of
decisions and their possible outcome. It is a way to display an algorithm which only
contains qualified statements. Decision trees are usually used for research, particularly
in decision analysis it’s help make out a strategy likely to make a goal, and it also a
popular tool in data mining.

3.3.2.1: Decision tree
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3.3 Data Collection Procedure
Here we use the paper which is contain of the steps which are depends on data mining
techniques the steps are followings all the steps. [9, 10]

3.3.1

Data Collection:

First, we can’t find data from anywhere and the data was not fulfilling, there was gap
in daily data set. Missing data can’t give good prediction. That’s why we take data from
another site. And there has daily complete data.
We use the data from the website that obtained from the website wunderground.com [11]
The format of data was in CSV format and included parameters like humidity,
temperature, cloud cover, wind speed, etc.

3.3.2 Data Transformation:
The CSV document was first changed over to. arff organization to nourish it into the
Data Mining apparatus - WEKA. The transformation to. arff format was implemented
through code written in java in weka we make divide our weather dataset in four new
datasets, through the season.
3.3.3 Data Pre-processing:
The information document was utilized as a source record and after that procedure was
connected to the dataset. Here the method contains choosing illustration from dataset
on a random basis with or without substitute the data.

3.3.4 Feature Extraction:
From all the limitation we considered which make of max temperature, min
temperature, mean temperature, max humidity, min humidity, mean humidity, wind
speed. Rest of the constraint were used for further giving out in application. They were
mutually exclusive and no redundancy was present and between them.
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3.3.4.1 Data mining:
We here analyzing the given data- set with the algorithms

Linear Regression and

C4.5 algorithm. Then finding the better prediction for further. Then the dataset was
opening in training set. And testing the data into machine learn and dataset along with
cross justification. From the patterns that were verification for make further predictions.
besides we take different attribute for the weather which are predict by the algorithm.
The attribute which was shown in the table 3.3.1.

Table 3.3.1: Attributes of prediction system
Date

Numeric

TemAvg

Numeric

TemMin

Numeric

HuMax

Numeric

HuMin

Numeric

WindMax

Numeric

winMin

Numeric

Outlook

Boolean
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3.4 Statistical Analysis
3.4.1 Linear regression:
The Linear regression use for the prediction of the temperature, humidity, wind speed,
from the given dataset. Linear regression gives the output based on previous value.
Previous value will be taken from our dataset. Here the dependent variable is the all
value we want to predict like temperature, humidity, wind speed and the independent
variable is the time. The dependent variable are change through the time. Here time is
predictor and all other variable will predict depend on time. For calculate the predicted
value first we need the intercept and slope. In Linear regression the intercept is only the
expected mean value of dependent variable. The slope of a regression line symbolizes
the rate of change in dependent variable as independent variable changes. If the value
of dependent variable change it will change the value of independent variable. By
regression analysis we get the graph of temperature.
Here like temperature, humidity, wind speed is numeric value but the outlook nonnumeric value so linear regression not work on the non-numeric value. So, we use
decision tree for calculate the outlook.

3.4.2 Decision Tree
Here the decision tree algorithm uses to find the tree for given data set which is develop
on the information entropy system. The decision tree to make the better prediction
attribute that make the simple split set. The characteristic having the most astounding
entropy contrast or standardized data gain is chosen as the part criteria for that specific
hub. The characteristic having the most noteworthy entropy distinction or standardized
data gain is chosen as the part criteria for that specific hub. Comparative form is pursued
and hubs are added to the choice tree. Every penultimate hub conveys the last
characteristic or various qualities for settling on an official choice of the issue in figure
3.4.2.1
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Figure -3.4.2.1 Decision tree

After the execution correlation, the J48 calculation was decided for further usage which
included investigation of the heritage information about the climate. The resample
channel was utilized for information pre-handling, besides for the information choice
advance, from a sum of 8 parameters the most extreme mugginess was dismissed
because of commotion present in it which was affecting the accuracy of the system.
This brought about thought of straight parameters like max temperature, min
temperature, avg temperature, min mugginess, max humidity, min wind speed, max
wind speed.

After the performance comparison, the decision tree algorithm was chosen for further
achievement which involved study to the legacy data about the weather. The resample
filter was used for data pre-processing, furthermore for the data selection step, from a
total of 9 parameters. This resulted in consideration of linear parameters like max
temperature, min temperature, avg temperature, min humidity, max humidity, min wind
speed, max wind speed, outlook.
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3.5 Implementation Requirements
Nowadays, the huge need of power for the prediction application used of many
supercomputers for control the data. For every case, the parallel development technique
aces different problem for compute data for the need of power of hardware of data.
For the high amount of character of the data caught up in the problems higher than
explain. It is essential to analyze and make simpler the data before scheduled with other
analysis. There for some data mining system are proper in this context. The
unsupervised self-organizing maps (SOM) groups of techniques allow to partition the
global recheck databases and make producing practical model for weather prediction
applications. That data archive are used to develop the models able to pick up direct
impressive model output. We are planned to use smooth of data with standard error
bands. Them use bootstrap technique to complete achievement for show the
nonparametric or parametric maximum model inference. We use the php language to
develop the application.
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CHAPTER 4
Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1 Introduction
Weather is the state of the environment which describing for which it is hot or cold, wet
or dry, calm or stormy and clear or cloudy. In this chapter the results of the study are
presented and discussed with reference to the aim of the study, which was to determine
the weather forecasting. In this project we work with Weka data mining tools and used
various algorithms to show the differences. At the end we got our expected outcome
what we want to find out in our project. Here we will show the results we have got and
will discuss briefly with our findings. To make better predictions and forecasts about
what the weather we will do some update in future.
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4.2 Experimental Results
In this study, Linear regression and Decision tree models are designed to predict the
weather attribute. Weather attributes are predicted maximum temperature, minimum
temperature, maximum humidity, minimum humidity, minimum wind speed,
maximum wind speed. For both model’s yearly data is divided into four seasons as
shown in Table:4.2.1. and models are trained using this seasonal data as input.

Table- 4.2.1: Seasonal data as input

S NO

Season

Duration

1

Winter

1 December – 28 February

2

Spring

1 march – 31 May

3

Summer

1 June – 31 August

4

Autumn

1 September – 30 November

4.3 Descriptive Analysis
Here we make the dataset four-part as winter, spring, summer and autumn. We take
two-year data January 2017 to December 2018. In winter we take from 1 December to
28 February, In spring from 1 March to 31 May, In Summer 1 June to 31 August and
in autumn from 1 September to 30 November. In each Season we take two-year data in
CSV file. First, we train the file in weka under forecast with linear regression analysis.
From this we get the three-day weather of maximum temperature, minimum
© Daffodil International University
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temperature, average temperature, maximum humidity, minimum humidity, maximum
wind speed, minimum wind speed. Then we use the decision tree on weka for each
dataset and we get the tree for each season. From the all output we make a model for
weather prediction. By the model we make a web application which can predict the
weather for three day based on the historical dataset depends on season.

Seasonal sample data are given bellow:

Figure 4.3.1: Autumn season dataset
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Figure 4.3.2: Spring season dataset
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Figure 4.3.3: Summer season dataset
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Figure 4.3.4: Winter season dataset
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The testing of the dataset:

Figure 4.3.5: winter season using linear regression

Figure 4.3.6: Spring season using linear regression
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Figure 4.3.7: Summer season using linear regression

Figure 4.3.8: Autumn season using linear regression

Through divided the dataset we get the better result for each season of a year.
© Daffodil International University
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4.4 Summary
From 19th century, scientist is trying for predicting the weather. But they face plenty
of problems. Weather prediction calculate through the problems. Moreover, all the
parameters we work upon like temperature, humidity and wind speed can change at any
time. So, all the time our prediction may not work as the weather act on. But yet we
will develop it gradually. In the consequence of Bangladesh this type of research is not
fully developed. We are trying our level best to build up a fruitful terminology for the
country so that we can fulfill our necessity. And here is some limitation such as the
weather data is not available for all the location. And we all know machine always work
on algorithms and predefined instructions. Matching doesn’t know is it wrong or right,
it just takes a decision from the previous trained parameter. Here the prediction we have
done will be best if the weather remains in general flow. It’s not our duty to control the
weather, but we have tried our level best to make a similarity by trying again and again.
Further if we notify about any problem in it, we will check that and update that from
our own passion.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusion, Recommendation and Implication for Future
Research

5.1 Summary of the Study
Any prediction can’t give the absolute result. Every prediction some limitation. But we
have tried our level best to improve and get the better result from the research.
In this Study Forecasting Models algorithm are used for classifying weather parameters
such as maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and wind speed in terms of the
month and years. The implementation of data mining approach to solve the wind
forecasting problems for wind farm production, in particular, for predicting wind speed.
the data mining prediction algorithm are used for prediction here. We study such as
decision tree, linear regression, naive Bayes, Artificial neural network, from all of them
we use the decision tree and linear regression algorithm.

5.2 Conclusions
This research suggests and offers a well-organized and correct weather prediction and
forecasting model which is using linear regression ideas. We also use normal equation
model. All these concepts are a part of machine learning. The linear regression equation
is a very capable weather prediction model. We are using the parameters such as
temperature, humidity and wind speed. This can be used to make trustworthy weather
predictions. This model also helps decision making in everyday life. It can give better
results when be valid to cleaner and larger datasets. Before processing of the datasets
can valuable in the prediction and the unprocessed data can also affect the efficiency of
the model.
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5.3 Recommendations
Here, we done the prediction by use of historical data, but the weather of the earth
changing day by day simultaneously. So, by predict using historical data not so much
accurate. That’s for better and dependable prediction we need to add some systemic
component. Here we use historical data an algorithm in future we will work with the
system and develop it as possible we can.

5.4 Implication for Further Study
Prediction of weather is not a easy task. From the output of the research we will make
a system for predict weather such temperature, humidity, wind speed, outlook. It is not
only software base thing. It depends on hardware. So only by data mining tools is not
possible to give accurate result. In future we will work with software and hardware both
to get the better and real time result.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Project Reflection
We started our project from Fall 2017 to implement this weather prediction platform.
We have tried to make a user-friendly interface of our project. The main feature of
our project is to predict the weather efficiently. It’s very essential to keep the
information of the previous weather data set in our database to predict efficiently. This
web app will help to view our prediction system more successfully. We used weka as
our data mining tool. To implement the web application first we build a model of our
application then we implement our web interface step by step. After a long journey
and hard work finally, we able to reach our goal.

Appendix B: Related Issues
To implement our proposed application at first, we read a number of paper and journal
known as literature review. Weather forecasting is a complex and often challenging
skill that involves observing and processing vast amounts of data. We use decision
tree algorithm in weka to analyze how the outlook change. And linear regression uses
to find pattern in the attributes. We implement our application using web platform and
MySQL.
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